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SOVIET-ERA NUKES.IRANIAN QUDS FORCE COMMANDOS.4TH OF JULY
FIREWORKS.HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM.Reb, Honey, and the rest of the crew are
back in action.
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1Culfa, Azerbaijan, USSRWednesday, May 8, 1991Major General Andrei Borisovich Anenkov,
Commander of the Fifty-First Special Artillery Group of what would soon be the former Soviet
Union, was standing out on the loading dock alongside where his train was parked in the freight
yard of the train station in Culfa, Azerbaijan. He was smoking a cigarette, waiting impatiently for
the Iranian General he was to meet with to show up for their rendezvous. General Anenkov
glanced at his wristwatch and saw that the Iranian was twenty minutes late. Knowing how
difficult travel in this part of the world was, he decided to give the Iranian another fifteen minutes
before returning to his base in Tbilisi, Georgia.General Anenkov was just about to return to his
private passenger train car and the company of his mistress to begin the train ride back to Tbilisi,
when an automobile followed by four heavy-duty, military-style trucks drove up on the loading
dock platform and stopped a short distance from where General Anenkov was standing. A man
got out of the passenger side of the automobile and General Anenkov recognized that it was
General Piruz Mazdaki—the Iranian General he was waiting for. General Mazdaki was carrying a
suitcase in his left hand and walked toward General Anenkov at a brisk pace.General Anenkov
was wearing his camouflage battle dress uniform. Although General Mazdaki was dressed in
civilian clothing, when he came to a stop before General Anenkov on the loading dock platform,
he saluted his Soviet military counterpart. General Anenkov returned the gesture.Six months
earlier, Major General Anenkov had been secretly contacted by an official of the Iranian
government, who made the General an offer he couldn’t refuse. The General had seen the
handwriting on the wall that the Soviet Union was on the verge of collapse. He knew that in a
matter of months he would find himself without a job or source of income. He had no savings
and the promise of a pension by his soon-to-be-extinct employer, the Soviet Union, was
worthless. Fortunately, Major General Andrei Borisovich Anenkov had something that the
Iranians desperately wanted to acquire. The Iranian emissary and he quickly reached an



agreement to terms for payment and now, after the many months of planning, execution, and the
72-hour train trip from Tbilisi, Georgia to Culfa, Azerbaijan, the operation was almost at an end.
All that remained for him to do was collect the balance of his payment, turn over the cargo on the
train to the Iranians, and then disappear into the night.General Anenkov glanced down at the
suitcase the Iranian was carrying, before saying, “Did you bring the balance of my
money?”General Mazdaki lifted the suitcase he was carrying and said, “Yes, it is here. Were you
successful in getting all of our merchandise?”There were two armed soldiers standing guard
alongside one of the freight cars parked next to the loading dock a short distance away from
where the two Generals were standing. General Anenkov pointed toward the two soldiers and
said, “Yes, the merchandise is in the freight car being guarded by my soldiers over there. Why
don’t you join me in my private railcar for a drink while I confirm the contents of your suitcase and
while your technician confirms the contents of the freight car?”General Mazdaki signaled to the
occupants in the automobile. Two men exited the vehicle and hurried over to the freight car
General Anenkov had pointed to.Then General Anenkov led the way and General Mazdaki
followed as the two men walked back down the loading dock to where General Anenkov’s
private railcar was located in the line of train cars. The two Generals boarded the converted
passenger car and entered the section that was furnished with a desk, a sofa, and several
upholstered chairs. General Anenkov took his seat in the chair behind the desk. General
Mazdaki placed the suitcase on top of the desk then sat down in one of the upholstered chairs in
front of the desk.General Anenkov poured both men a drink from a bottle of vodka and the two
military men toasted each other’s health. Then General Anenkov opened the suitcase and spent
several minutes randomly checking through the bundles of American hundred-dollar bills that
were inside. Then he opened the floor safe that was sitting behind him and began transferring
the bundles of cash from the suitcase to the safe, counting as he did so. As he placed the last
bundle of cash inside the safe, he was satisfied that the entire balance of his money was there.
General Anenkov closed the door to the safe and spun the dial. He closed the suitcase and set it
on the floor to the side of the desk.General Anenkov stood up from his chair and said, “Shall we
go see what your technician has to say about the merchandise?”The two Generals got off the
passenger car and walked back down the loading dock platform to the freight car where the two
Soviet soldiers were still standing guard.When they arrived outside the freight car, General
Mazdaki called out to his men, who were still inside the freight car. The two Iranians exited the
freight car and made their report to him. They explained that, after doing a count and verifying
that there were exactly one hundred wooden boxes, they then performed a random audit of the
contents of the boxes. They reported that all of the boxes they opened contained one 152mm
artillery shell with a yellow tip. Furthermore, the technicians assured General Mazdaki that the
markings on the boxes and the shells themselves indicated that the merchandise was
legitimate.General Mazdaki turned to Major General Anenkov and said, “I am satisfied with the
merchandise and, with your permission, would like to begin loading my trucks.”“Permission
granted. I’ll have some of my men help with the loading,” General Anenkov said.General Mazdaki



waved to the drivers of the trucks in his small convoy and two of the American M35 two and a
half ton, six-wheel drive, heavy-duty, off-road capable cargo trucks—acquired during the Shaw’s
reign—quickly got into position by backing up to the open doors of the freight car. With the help
of the Soviet soldiers, fifty of the wooden boxes containing the yellow-tipped 152mm artillery
shells were loaded into the rear cargo area of the two M35 trucks. The first two trucks moved out
of the way and the next two M35 trucks backed up to the open freight car.A short while later,
after the final wooden box had been loaded onto the back of one of the trucks, General Anenkov
and General Mazdaki saluted each other and then parted company.General Anenkov boarded
his private passenger car where he joined his mistress for a drink of vodka in the sleeping
compartment. Later, as the train made its way back to Georgia, General Anenkov removed his
clothes and got in bed with his mistress and they made love to the clickety-clack sound of the
train’s wheels rolling along the rails.Afterwards, General Anenkov thought about how he would
spend the two million dollars the Iranians had paid him for the one hundred ZBV3 tactical
nuclear artillery shells.* * *Seven hours after leaving the train yard in Culfa, Azerbaijan, General
Mazdaki’s small convoy arrived at the Parchin Military Complex located just outside of Tehran,
where the Iranian military conducted the manufacturing and testing of conventional explosives
and research and development related to nuclear weapons.Two hours later, all one hundred of
the wooden boxes containing the Soviet nuclear artillery shells had been stored in a large,
secret, underground warehouse beneath the complex.As General Mazdaki drove off to return to
his home base of operations in Fath, he wondered what plans Iran’s Mullahs had for the one
hundred kilotons of nuclear devastation.CHAPTER 2Port of Gaza, Gaza StripMonday, January
9, 2006The Duke of Belfast, a tramp freighter that operated throughout the ports in the middle
east on a no-questions-asked basis, was docked at Pier 7 at the Port of Gaza. At the request of
the owner of the cargo on board, the Captain had purposely arrived in port just as the sun was
going down.When the port authority’s inspector came onto the bridge he asked, “Anything I need
to know about your cargo, Captain?”“Just a load of plastic pipe,” the Captain replied.“Well, let’s
have a look see just to make sure you’re not smuggling anything, not that you would try to
smuggle anything into our fine port,” the inspector said.The Captain turned to his first mate and
said, “Take the inspector below so he can inspect that load of plastic pipe we’re delivering
here.”“Aye, Captain,” the first mate replied. He then turned to the inspector and said, “Follow
me.”The first mate and the inspector went down into the forward cargo hold where the plastic
pipe was stored. The first mate turned on the lights in the hold and the inspector saw a stack of
pallets each loaded with 20-foot lengths of 16-inch plastic pipe. There was a total of six pallets,
each holding four sections of pipe. The six individual pallets were stacked on top of and lashed
to a heavy-duty pallet that could handle the stress of being lifted by the cargo ship’s deck
crane.The inspector walked up to the palletized load of pipe and said, “Why are there end caps
on all of these pipes? Is there something inside of them?”“Why don’t you pull off one of the end
caps and find out?” the first mate suggested.The inspector grabbed hold of one of the end caps
and started pulling. The first mate, who had hoped the inspector wouldn’t have been so diligent



in his duty, took a sap out of his back pocket and hit the inspector at the base of his skull,
knocking him out. Then he struck the inspector on the back of the head three more times.The
first mate then took out his walky-talky and signaled the ship’s crane operator to lower the
hoisting cable into the hold. After attaching the hoisting cable to the pallet of pipe, the first mate
signaled the crane operator to lift the pallet from the cargo hold.In the meantime, a flatbed
delivery truck had pulled up alongside the ship on the dock and the crane operator placed the
load of pipe down on the rear of the truck. The driver of the truck and his helper, both members
of the Hamas terrorist organization, attached tie-down straps to the load of pipe and cinched
them down tightly to secure the load, before driving away.As soon as the load of pipe was
offloaded, the Duke of Belfast cast off all lines and was underway to its next port of call. When
the Duke of Belfast was well out into the Mediterranean, the body of the inspector was thrown
overboard, minus all identification. By the time the tide washed the body ashore, it was totally
unidentifiable.* * *After leaving the Port of Gaza, the flatbed delivery truck drove a short distance
to a warehouse in nearby Jabalia. Under the watchful eye of the local Hamas commander and
an Iranian intelligence officer, the pallets of pipe with their hidden contents of twelve Fajr-5
rockets and twelve soviet-era ZBV3 nuclear artillery shells that had been modified as warheads
for the rockets were off loaded inside the warehouse and covered with a tarp for future use. The
rockets and their nuclear warheads were a gift from the Mullahs in Iran. Their intended target
was the Jewish State of Israel.CHAPTER 3Qom, IranTuesday, September 11, 2007Dr. Ahsan
Azad had arrived in Qom the day before to observe today’s test firing of a nuclear improvised
explosive device. Unknown to Dr. Azad, the test firing was a critical element of Project Hellfire, a
plan that would lead to a confrontation between the United States and Russia and whose
ultimate goal was the destruction of Israel.Dr. Azad was in a control center five miles away from a
subterranean chamber at a secret test facility operated at a secret base of the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard where the nuclear improvised explosive device would be detonated. There
were several other scientists in the control center who were busy monitoring the various
instruments that would record the results of the nuclear explosion. In addition, there were several
members of the Iranian military on hand, who also had a stake in the outcome of the test
firing.There was a video camera in the underground chamber so the scientists and military
personnel could see the explosion. At the moment, what Dr. Azad saw on one of the video
monitors was a six-foot-long concrete cylinder shaped object with a diameter of two feet lying
horizontally on a metal stand in the center of the chamber. Dr. Azad knew from the report he had
read that encased inside of the concrete cylinder there was an improvised explosive device
using a Soviet-era ZBV3 tactical nuclear artillery shell as the explosive. For this test, the device
would be triggered using a cellular phone.At 10:00 a.m. the countdown began. When the count
reached zero, the technician who was holding a cellular phone pressed the send button. After a
brief delay, Dr. Azad, who was watching the video image of the concrete cylinder in the chamber,
observed a bright flash and then the video feed went blank.Because Iran was one of the most
seismically active countries in the world, with earthquakes occurring often, the small amount of



seismic activity caused by the detonation of the one kiloton explosion in the underground test
chamber went unnoticed by the Americans, who were monitoring everything the Iranians did in
their pursuit of a nuclear weapons program.As the data collected by the sensors came in and
was reported by the scientific instruments in the control room in Qom, it quickly became evident
that the test was a success. The mood in the control room among both the scientists and the
military was one of jubilation.Tomorrow, when he returned to Tehran, Dr. Azad, in his capacity as
a high ranking official of the Islamic Institute for Nuclear Energy, would meet with the Ayatollah.
He would report that the ZBV3 tactical nuclear artillery shells Iran had acquired during the final
days of the Soviet Union were functional and would work satisfactorily as improvised explosive
devices—as required for Project Hellfire to be successful.CHAPTER 4Port Chabahar,
IranSaturday, May 22, 2010A junior intelligence officer of the Iranian Ministry of Intelligence, was
sitting in his car on the brightly lit Pier 4 at Port Chabahar watching as the cargo ship, Iran
Namin, finished loading. The intelligence officer had been sitting in his car at the pier all during
the early morning hours drinking coffee, smoking cigarettes, and observing the loading of the
ship’s cargo. The intelligence officer had no idea what was so important about this particular
cargo ship and its cargo that required him to watch it being loaded and then let his supervisor
know the moment when the ship left port. What he did know was that he had been given this
assignment because he was the most junior office in this sector and he’d better not screw it
up.When he had arrived at the pier earlier, the intelligence officer parked his car a short distance
from the loading activity so he could easily observe everything that was being loaded onto the
ship. At that time, forklifts had been bringing pallets of some bulky material out of the warehouse
that served Pier 4 and depositing the pallets alongside the ship so the pallets could be lifted
aboard the ship by the ship’s cargo cranes and placed inside the ship’s main cargo hold. When
the intelligence officer asked one of the dockworkers what the material was that was on the
pallets, he was told that it was cured sheepskins. It had taken three hours to load all of the
pallets of sheepskins into the ship’s hold.Shortly after the last pallet of sheepskins had been
loaded onto the ship, a truck pulling a trailer loaded with long cylindrical objects pulled up
alongside the cargo ship. Curiosity got the better of the intelligence officer and he got out of his
car and walked over to the truck’s cab to ask the driver what the cylindrical objects were. The
driver informed him that the cylindrical objects on the trailer were fluted Greek columns made of
concrete. When the intelligence officer admitted to being ignorant about what a fluted Greek
column was, the driver told him that they were used in building construction to support heavy
loads like a roof. When the young man continued to draw a blank, the driver asked him if he was
familiar with the Parthenon, the ancient Greek temple in Athens, Greece. The intelligence officer
remembered enough of his history classes to know what the driver was talking about and
visualized the large columns supporting the roof at the front of the temple.The intelligence officer
thanked the driver for the information and returned to his car where he waited for the two hours it
took the ship’s crew to get the twelve columns loaded into a cargo hold on the ship.As soon as
the last of the fluted Greek columns had been loaded aboard the cargo ship, the crew cast off



the lines securing the ship to the pier.As the ship began to make its way out to sea, the
intelligence officer took out his cell phone and notified his supervisor, as he had been instructed
to do, that the ship had left port. Although he couldn’t help but wonder why the Ministry of
Intelligence was interested in the departure of a cargo ship carrying sheepskins and Greek
columns, he knew better than to ask his supervisor about it. As soon as he got off the phone with
his supervisor, the intelligence officer started his car and headed home to get some much-
needed sleep.CHAPTER 5Tehran, IranMonday, May 24, 2010Dr. Ahsan Azad was seated on a
park bench on one of the many tree-lined walkways in Sa’ee Park in downtown Tehran. It was a
gloomy day. The sky was overcast and there was a slight drizzle, which accounted for there
being only a few other people in the park.Dr. Azad was a frequent visitor to Sa’ee Park. The park
was just a short walk from the building where he worked at the Islamic Institute for Nuclear
Energy. Dr. Azad enjoyed the peace and quiet of the park. Whenever the weather allowed, he
would eat his lunch sitting at one of the park benches. On days when the stress of his job got to
be too much, he would often take a quick stroll around the park to relieve the stress instead of
taking a pill. And sometimes he would come to the park just to sit at one of the park benches,
feed the pigeons, and meet with the Russian spy who had recruited him—which was what he
was currently doing.When he had arrived at his office earlier that morning, Dr. Azad found a
message in his in-box notifying him that the cargo ship, Iran Namin, had left Port Chabahar on
Saturday and was headed for Venezuela. Since the testing of the nuclear improvised explosive
device at the secret test facility in Qom in 2007 and the report he had personally delivered to the
Ayatollah, Dr. Azad had received several promotions at Iran’s Islamic Institute for Nuclear Energy.
His current position as a Deputy Director made him privy to all information pertaining to Project
Hellfire.Dr. Azad had been sitting at the bench for five minutes or so. He was leaning forward and
each time he threw a handful of seeds out to feed the pigeons he would casually glance back
down the walkway in the direction of Valiasr Street. Another three minutes went by, with him
tossing out seeds for the birds and then glancing back towards Valiasr Street, before he saw
what he had been looking for—Colonel Boris Sokolov strolling up the pathway.“What took you so
long?” Dr. Azad asked nervously as Colonel Sokolov sat down on the bench.“Relax, Doctor, I’m
only a few minutes later than the meeting time you specified in your message,” Colonel Sokolov
answered. “However, it took some time to make sure I wasn’t being followed and that there was
no one here in the park watching you. I apologize for the delay, but it was necessary in order to
ensure your safety.”Colonel Sokolov was the Chief of Station for the Foreign Intelligence Service
of the Russian Federation, the spy agency otherwise known as the SVR. Colonel Sokolov was
Russia’s top spy in Iran and he operated out of the Russian Embassy in Tehran. He had
recruited Doctor Azad, when the two men had met at a party at the French Embassy, with the
promise of an escape out of Iran and a new life for the Doctor and his family and what Doctor
Azad considered a substantial amount of money in return for the information Doctor Azad could
provide about Iran’s nuclear weapons program.Doctor Azad was a nuclear scientist who—
because of his high-ranking position at the Islamic Institute for Nuclear Energy—was in a



position to provide information on Iran’s nuclear weapons program that mother Russia might not
otherwise learn about. This morning, when Colonel Sokolov discovered that Doctor Azad had
left him an emergency message, he had rearranged his schedule in order that he could meet
with Doctor Azad here in the park, at this time.“So, what is this important information you have
for me?” Colonel Sokolov asked.“You and I both agreed that, if I ever came across any
information that might affect your country, I should contact you with it right away,” Dr. Azad
said.“Yes, that is correct,” Colonel Sokolov agreed.“Furthermore, you agreed that, if it was
significant enough, you would push up the schedule to get me and my family out of Iran and to
another country of my choice,” Dr. Azad continued.“Yes, yes. Go on,” Colonel Sokolov said,
beginning to become a little concerned with where this was going.“Well, I believe that the
information I have is significant enough to justify getting me and my family out of the country
immediately, because, if the Supreme Leader’s secret police find out that I have told you about it,
my life and the lives of my family are forfeit,” Dr. Azad said.“Just what the hell have you
discovered, Dr. Azad?” Colonel Sokolov asked.“The fools who run my country have a large
quantity of Soviet-era nuclear artillery shells, and they have put in motion a plan to use them
against the United States,” Dr. Azad said.“I fail to see how this would affect Russia,” Colonel
Sokolov said.“It is my understanding that the plan is for my country to make no claim of
responsibility for the destruction caused by the nuclear weapons,” Dr. Azad explained. “Needless
to say, any number of radical Islamic groups will claim responsibility. What you need to realize is
that the Americans have the ability to determine the source of the fissile material used in nuclear
weapons—where it was manufactured and other pertinent information. In this case they will be
able to determine that the devastation was caused by Soviet-era nuclear artillery shells. And that
will tell them that Russia was either directly or indirectly responsible for the attack. Do I need to
remind you that America has a long-standing policy that anyone who uses weapons of mass
destruction against them will be retaliated against in kind?”“Tell me everything that you know
about this evil plot and I will do what I can to get you and your family out of Iran,” Colonel Sokolov
said.
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Melvin Hunt, “Action Packed Book!. Reb and the United States discover that Iran is planning A
major ffensive against the Unites States.The name of the offensive that will be launched by Iran
is named Project Hellfire.Iran will also have help from the Soviet Union.It has also been that the
American President President Soetoro is sympethetic to Iran. and Russia.Itis also discovered
that the Quds are also planning action. against the United States. Reb and theU.SForces are
going to be invaded by Laredo.Despite these overwhelming odds against the United States
America gains help from Israeland gain the upper hand. In the meantime it is discovered that
Honey has been kidnapped taken prisonerand raped by an evil man named Andre Bertrand.
Reb and his crew finally rescue Honey. I wonder is Andre Bertrand ever caprured.This is onne of
his better books that I have read. Be sure to read it.Kidnappedran”

Ebook Tops Reader cjpinnell, “Another fast read, but really entertaining. love these Reb Rogers
books. lots of action, no left wing politics, and always entertaining. wish he was a real person.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A JBB. Federal/Military Operations Action Adventure (RR) (RR - 4). JBB.
has penned a Federal/Military operations action adventure, the fourth in the Reb Rogers series.
Reb and his lady, Honey, are enjoying time away from business and fly to Texas to inform her
parents of their impending marriage. Unknown to them Iranian terrorist have a plot in motion to
use Russian nuclear weapons to destroy the Texas oil fields. When informed of the plot they
immediately return home and begin plans to cancel the terrorist and the missiles. This is an
excellent read for the genre.....DEHS”

Dano, “Terrific Book. I have thoroughly enjoyed J B Blacks books. The main character, Reb
Rogers never fails to surprise and come through with tons of action and gratuitous violence. J B
Black knows his stuff and really captures the current issues and political attitudes held by
various administrations and organizations... I’m an avid fan”

Mike on the 45th Parallel in northern Michigan, “ANOTHER GREAT BOOK IN REB AND
HONEY'S SAGA!. This book did not fail to provide consistent entertainment. Lots of action, no
foul language or obscene sexual situations. Reb and Honey continue to rock the scene, and the
whole gang of regular characters in this book certainly keep it moving right along. Can't wait
until the next one is out!”

Al Way, “Good book good series. This book and the two preceding it were all good reads. No
trouble distinguishing the good guys from the bad guys and all characters were well drawn.”

Pat O'Brien, “wonderful. another great book. I highly recommend this author. lots of action and
easy to read.  I can't wait for the next book”



Topdoc, “You can’t put it down!. Lots of fun and very entertaining. Very ready for much more.”

The book by J B Black has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 47 people have provided feedback.
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